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ABSTRACT
Auditory graphs are important tools for the display of
information for those with visual impairments and in situations
with a reduced opportunity for visual displays. The first annual
Auditory Graph Symposium provides an important and unique
opportunity for auditory graph researchers and designers to
come together and discuss the current state of the field, what we
would like to see happen over the next five to ten years, and
how we plan on accomplishing these goals. This paper presents
a possible framework for organizing and informing this
research. The Interactive Behavior Triad (IBT) is a framework
for examining, and ultimately predicting, human behavior in
interactive environments. The IBT identifies the three elements
necessary to predict interactive behavior, specifically, embodied
cognition, the task, and the environment associated with the
performance of the task by the operator (i.e., the person). When
all of these elements of the interactive behavior of using
auditory are considered and understood, the community of
auditory graph researchers and designers will better be able
inform the design and utilization of these important displays.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The use of sound to display data is not a new phenomenon. For
instance, the Geiger counter has been in use since the early
1900’s for measuring radiation. Indeed some work has indicated
that the Geiger counter’s auditory display is more effective for
measuring radiation than a visual or combined (visual and
auditory) display [1]. However, many designers have not
considered the auditory display of information for broader use
until recently when powerful yet relatively inexpensive
technology has made the development of auditory displays
more practical. One type of auditory display—the auditory
graph—has received a good deal of attention from engineers,
designers, as well as auditory, cognitive, and Human-Computer
Interaction researchers. The work done by these individuals has
created a body of knowledge that is scientifically and practically
important with regard to the development of a mature
understanding of auditory graphs. Ultimately, a mature and
comprehensive understanding of auditory graphs will inform
not only the best practices for design and implementation of
auditory graphs but could have important theoretical
implications as well.
A mature and comprehensive understanding of any body of
knowledge requires not only the full understanding of the issues
and details associated with those issues, but also a clear
understanding of how the issues relate to and affect each other.
If designers know how different issues regarding auditory
graphs relate to and affect each other, but do not have sufficient
knowledge regarding the issues themselves, their ability to

make accurate predictions is compromised. Conversely, if
designers have a thorough understanding of the issues but no
clear understanding of how the issues relate to each other, then
they may be able to very accurately predict behavior in very
specific situations, but not be able to make predictions that
generalize to new situations.
The position that all aspects of the interactive process of
using auditory graphs must be understood is not a novel one and
has been mentioned in much of the research on auditory
displays and graphs (e.g., [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]). In this paper, we are
suggesting a possible framework for organizing these issues
associated with auditory graphs. This organizational framework
could possibly facilitate the development of the body of work
on auditory graphs from a list of issues that need to be
addressed to an organized and comprehensive understanding of
auditory graphs—both how to design them and when to use
them. An understanding of this sort could allow for predictions
of how people will performed when utilizing auditory graphs
for many different tasks, in many different environments.
Previous research designed to characterize and predict
behavior with HCI tasks [7, 8, 9, 10] has outlined a framework
for examining, and ultimately predicting, human behavior in
interactive environments. This framework is called the
“Interactive Behavior Triad” (IBT) as it refers to the three
elements necessary to predict interactive behavior (Figure 1): 1)
embodied cognition, 2) the task, and 3) the environment
associated with the performance of the task by the operator (i.e.,
the person).
This paper will first present the IBT and then illustrate how
the three components relate to auditory graphs. Then we will
present how some of the previous research on auditory graphs
fits into this triad. We will list some potential benefits of using
the IBT to develop an organizational framework for the study
and development of auditory graphs. Finally, we propose a
possible mechanism for realizing the use of this framework,
specifically a framework that will allow for a systematic method
of collaborating between and among the auditory graph
researchers, designers, and users.
2.

THE INTERACTIVE BEHAVIOR TRIAD

Reading and using graphs is essentially an interactive behavior
given that successful reasoning based on a graphical
representation requires the interaction between the user’s
cognitive skills, the graphical representation itself, and the task
being done by the user. Thus, it stands to reason that a deeper
understanding of the relationship between these three elements
will facilitate the design of effective graphs. Under the IBT, the
graph would be considered part of the environment, the
cognitive skills of the user would be part of the embodied
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cognition, and the task being conducted is clearly placed in the
task component of the IBT.

Figure 1. Interactive Behavior Triad—this figure
illustrates how interactive behavior is composed of
embodied cognition, the environment, and the task.
2.1. Interactive Behavior Triad
In the IBT, embodied cognition is considered the perceptual,
behavioral-motor, and cognitive properties and limitations of
the user. For auditory graphs this could include: the cognitive
properties associated with the perception of sounds; the impacts
of divided attention on performance; any difference in
performance for sighted users versus those with visual
impairments, etc. Much of the work done by cognitive
psychologists on auditory displays and graphs has addressed
these types of issues (for example, [5, 11, 12, 13]).
The task in an interactive behavior is the goal the person is
trying to accomplish and the knowledge required to do this task.
The type of tasks that auditory graphs have been used for vary
greatly from determining the price of a particular stock [14, 15]
to analyzing data on weather records [3] to learning
mathematical functions [16].
The environment in the IBT consists of not only the
situation where the user is performing the task (and all of the
affordances and limitations associated with that situation) but
also the artifact (or in this case, the graph) itself. All physical
environments have different properties and constraints and these
the designer must considered these when developing auditory
graphs. For instance, when Janata and Childs designed an
auditory display for use by stock traders, they took into account
the high cognitive demands of that environment [14]. Under the
IBT, the environment would include not only the actual
auditory environment: noise conditions, etc. but also the history
of auditory experiences. For example, someone with a long
history of using Geiger counters already has a clear mapping
from “tempo” to “amount.” With regard to the actual graph, the
design of auditory graphs varies as much as the design of visual
graphs. Auditory graphs incorporate the different dimensions of
sound to represent the data (as in a scatter plot) or summary of
the data (for a bar chart). They can also be designed to include
context information to assist the user with interpretation of the
graph [15, 17].
3.

PREVIOUS WORK

This articulation of the three elements of interactive behavior is
not novel. Indeed, researchers and designers have known about
and addressed these three elements of interactive behavior

previously. However, they frequently considered the elements
in a pair wise fashion rather than altogether. For instance,
psychological research will often utilize tasks that require little
support from the environment in order to isolate variables
associated with cognition and/or a particular task. While this
allows for experimental control, this focus on cognition and task
minimizes the role of artifact/environment thus reducing the
ability to understand the effects that environment may have on
the particular task/cognition interaction.
A good example of an experiment that allowed for the
investigation all three elements of the IBT—the task, the
environment, and the cognition—was conducted by Peebles and
Cheng [18]. This experiment examined participants’
performance (speed and accuracy) and eye-tracking behavior
with several different tasks using two types of graphs.
Embodied Cognition. Peebles and Cheng used a
computational cognitive architecture (ACT-R) and its
associated mechanisms to represent human cognition. This
includes primitives for things like timing of shifts of visual
attention, products of those attentional shifts, and memory
mechanisms such as decay over time.
Task. Experimental participants were asked to do a number
of tasks, such as “when the value of X is 2, what is the value of
Y?” (X and Y were instantiated in various ways throughout the
experiment). A cognitive task analysis supported the notion that
to make clear predictions, decomposition into subtasks was
required. Detailed analyses of the subtasks and their sequence
were also conducted.
Environment. The environment here consisted of visual line
graphs of two types, functional and parametric. These graphs
were deemed “informationally equivalent” (that is, any
information one could obtain based on one graph type could
also be obtained from the other).
What Peebles and Cheng found was a clear interaction
between these constraints. Despite being informationally
equivalent, the two graph types did not yield equivalent
performance—but it depended on what the task was. Because of
factors like working memory limitations (supported by analysis
their eye-tracking showing revistations of visual elements
during the task), the operations required in some subtasks were
more difficult than others, and seemingly small surface-level
differences between representational elements resulted in large
differences in the cognitive processes required for a specific
task, thus yielding substantial differences in performance.
Furthermore, many participants performed better with the lessfamiliar parametric graph type when it was well-matched to the
task, supporting the idea that performance is not merely driven
by familiarity.
The study by Peebles and Cheng [18] illustrates how
performance associated with an interactive behavior (i.e.,
reading a visual graph) can depend on the cognitive resources
necessary to perform the task, the type of task being done, and
the type of graph used to perform the task. It follows that the
same dependencies exist in the interactive behavior of using
auditory graphs. While research on auditory graphs has made
great progress in the last decade, it has been primarily limited to
the examination of the elements in the IBT in a pair wise
fashion [2, 12, 15, 19, 20]. We offer the suggestion that it is
through a thorough understanding of the interaction between
cognition, the task, and the environment that appropriate uses
and designs of auditory graphs can be examined.
In addition to offering insight regarding the appropriate
design of auditory graphs, insight gained through an
understanding of the interaction between the three elements of
the IBT may also inform when auditory graphs could be
beneficial over visual graphs. Specifically, there are instances
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where auditory graphs are necessary because visual ones are not
possible (e.g., for individuals with visual impairments, for
environments with small displays, etc.). In addition, there are
other instances where both visual and auditory displays are
feasible but one may be better suited for the task at hand or for a
particular environment (e.g., dual task). In the latter situation, if
the cognitive requirements associated with a particular task in
one environment are different for the same task in a different
environment, it is conceivable that for one environment an
auditory graph is better while for the other a visual graph would
be more appropriate. Furthermore, with a clear understanding of
the relationship between cognition, environment, and tasks, a
framework could be established which provides designers
information regarding the type of display (and best format for
the display) for different types of task in different environments.
For instance, the framework designed by Hajdukiewicz and Wu
[21] could be developed to include auditory displays as well as
visual displays. Hajdukiewicz and Wu’s framework suggests
different visual displays for the representation of time-based
information in a refinery monitoring environment. The
framework provided suggestions regarding the appropriateness
of different types of displays based on the nature of the task and
the information needed. For example, when information
regarding the current state of the processing system was needed,
the framework indicated that a trend plot could provide
information but not exact values but a numeric trend plot could
give exact information regarding the current state of the system.
A framework of this type developed with information regarding
the interaction between the elements of the IBT could not only
provide important information for designers of displays, but
could also provide guidance for researchers with regard to the
areas where more information, and thus research, is needed.

4.

ORGANIZING FRAMEWORK FOR
COLLABORATIONS

6.
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[7]

This paper provides support for the idea that the auditory graph
(and auditory display) community could benefit from
considering the issues associated with auditory graphs within
the framework of the IBT. We suggest that when addressing
problems associated with auditory graphs, researchers and
designers should not only examine the three elements within the
IBT but may also want to identify collaboration opportunities
that facilitate the investigation of all three elements under the
IBT. For example, the first author has done research regarding
the effects of using dimensions of sound redundantly for the
display of auditory box plots. Indeed, this work found benefits
in performance when integral dimensions of sounds were used
redundantly versus when separable dimensions of sound were
used for the same display [12]. Furthermore, this benefit was
found in both single and dual task environments. However, the
task in this research was an artificial one created for the study.
This work would be better able to inform the design of auditory
graphs if it were applied to a real task. Through collaboration
with someone looking to develop a display for a specific, real
world task, the findings regarding the benefits of using integral
dimensions of sound redundantly could be most appropriately
tested and applied
5.

display. This paper is presented to offer food for thought
regarding how to best organize continuing efforts to develop a
thorough understanding of all of the issues associated with the
interactive behavior of using auditory graphs.

[8]
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[11]
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SUMMARY

The Auditory Graph Symposium provides auditory graph
designers and researchers a unique opportunity to evaluate the
current state of knowledge regarding this important type of
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